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ABSTRACT
Objectives Increased risk has been suggested for
autoimmune rheumatic diseases following solvent
exposure. The evidence for specific solvents is limited,
and little is known about exposure–response relations.
Styrene is an aromatic, organic solvent and the objective
of this study was to analyse the association between
occupational styrene exposure and autoimmune
rheumatic diseases in men and women.
Methods We followed 72 212 styrene-exposed
workers of the Danish reinforced plastics industry from
1979 to 2012. We modelled full work history of styrene
exposure from employment history, survey data and
historical styrene exposure measurements. We identified
cases in the national patient registry and investigated
gender-specific exposure–response relations by
cumulative styrene exposure for different exposure
time windows adjusting for age, calendar year and
educational level.
Results During 1 515 126 person-years of follow-up,
we identified 718 cases of an autoimmune rheumatic
disease, of which 73% were rheumatoid arthritis. When
adjusting for potential confounders and comparing the
highest with the lowest styrene exposure tertile, we
observed a statistically non-significantly increased risk
of systemic sclerosis among women (incidence rate ratio
(IRR)=2.50; 95% CI 0.50 to 12.50) and men (IRR=1.86;
95 % CI 0.50 to 7.00), based on 9 and 22 cases,
respectively. Results were inconsistent for the other
autoimmune rheumatic diseases examined.
Conclusion This study suggests an association between
occupational styrene exposure and systemic sclerosis
in men as well as in women but based on few cases.
This is a new finding and has to be replicated before
conclusions can be drawn.

Key messages
What is already known about this subject?

►► Organic solvent exposure has been associated

with systemic sclerosis and other autoimmune
rheumatic diseases.

What are the new findings?

►► This study suggests an association between

occupational styrene exposure and systemic
sclerosis.
►► No consistent association was seen for
rheumatoid arthritis, systemic lupus
erythematosus, small vessel vasculitis or
Sjögren’s syndrome.
How might this impact on policy or clinical
practice in the foreseeable future?
►► These findings highlight the possible role of
work factors in systemic sclerosis.

The occurrence of systemic sclerosis has been
associated with occupational exposure to trichloroethylene,5 6 benzene, toluene or xylene,7 8 major
organic solvent categories5–10 and unspecified
solvents.11 Exposure assessment has mainly relied
on case-
by-
case expert assessment or job exposure matrices (JEMs) with few exceptions of self-
reports.6 11 Self-reported job tasks and JEM data
have indicated associations between unspecified
solvent exposure and rheumatic arthritis,12–14 while
the limited evidence for systemic lupus erythematosus is mainly negative.15–17 Single studies have
linked Sjögren’s syndrome with aromatic and chlorinated solvents and small vessel vasculitis with
unspecified solvent exposure.18 19
Systemic sclerosis, rheumatoid arthritis, systemic
As it appears, there are little data on specific
lupus erythematosus, small vessel vasculitis and solvents. Some studies have assessed exposure–
Sjögren’s syndrome are autoimmune rheumatic response relations based on semiquantitative
diseases for which little is known about environ- exposure information, but none has included
mental risk factors.1 2 Genetic predisposition is of quantitative exposure information.7–9 14 15 17 19
importance; however, concordance rates among Thus, quantitative exposure data based on actual
monozygotic twins is low and indicates that envi- measurements of specific solvents will add signifironmental factors play an important role in the cantly to the knowledge base about the suggested
aetiology of these diseases.1 3 Smoking is a well- association between organic solvent exposure and
described risk factor for rheumatoid arthritis, and autoimmune rheumatic diseases.
several epidemiological studies have linked occupaStyrene is an aromatic solvent with well-
tional exposure to respirable quartz with systemic documented neurotoxic effects20 and is possibly
sclerosis, rheumatoid arthritis, small vessel vascu- associated with lymphohaematopoietic malignanlitis and systemic lupus erythematosus.1 4
cies21 22 and non-malignant respiratory diseases.23
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Styrene is a high-production-volume industrial chemical used as
a monomer in the production of several plastic polymers and
coatings.20 High levels of styrene exposure are found in the work
room air of the reinforced plastics industry during hand lamination of boats, wind mill rotor blades and other reinforced plastics products. Especially high exposure levels were seen before
the 1990s.24
The aim of this study is to investigate the association between
occupational styrene exposure and systemic sclerosis, rheumatoid arthritis, systemic lupus erythematosus, small vessel vasculitis and Sjögren’s syndrome in men and women.

sclerosis, small vessel vasculitis, lupus erythematosus, Sjögren’s
syndrome and rheumatoid arthritis.

Exposure assessment

A total of 456 Danish companies producing reinforced plastics
products since the early 1960s were identified. In a national
pension fund register of mandatory pension saving, all 77 491
workers ever employed in these companies between 1964 and
2007 were identified.25 To have complete work histories, we
excluded those with a registration in 1964 (3496 persons), the
year the pension register was established. The Danish civil registration system provided information on vital status. We excluded
25 workers without information on vital status, as well as 1664
who died, disappeared or emigrated before begin of follow-up
and 94 diagnosed with a rheumatic autoimmune disease before
begin of follow-up as specified later. The study population then
included 59 997 men and 12 215 women, in total 72 212 participants. Information on occupation for each year of employment
in the study companies was obtained from Statistics Denmark26
and coded according to the Danish version of the International
Classification of Occupations (DISCO-88) into four categories:
white collar (DISCO-88 codes 1000 to 5999), skilled blue collar
(codes 6000 to 7999), unskilled blue collar worker (codes 8000–
9999) and others (eg, student and retired workers).

The exposure assessment included three steps: (A) estimation of
styrene exposure intensity, (B) estimation of styrene exposure
probability and (C) combining A and B into a styrene exposure
score.
A. Styrene exposure intensity was modelled based on 1122
personal styrene measurements obtained from 133 Danish
reinforced plastics companies between 1970 and 2011 and
company information on main product, main process and
calendar year.
B. Styrene exposure probability within the study population
was modelled based on information from a job task survey
performed 2013–2014 among 11 264 current or former
workers in the industry since 1964. Of these, 4996 (43%)
reported a job task implying direct styrene exposure. The
odds of exposure for different worker characteristics (sex,
occupation, year of employment) and company characteristics (main product and main process) were estimated in a
mixed-effects logistic regression model.22
C. The predicted styrene exposure intensity and the styrene exposure probability were multiplied to get an individual styrene exposure score for each year a worker was employed in
a study company.
Cumulated styrene exposure level was computed by adding
the annual exposure scores from first to last year of employment
during styrene production. For each worker, we also estimated
the three components thereof: duration of employment during
styrene production, mean styrene exposure intensity and mean
styrene exposure probability.
Detailed information on the study population and exposure
assessment is described elsewhere.22 24 29

Autoimmune rheumatic diseases

Statistical methods

Materials and methods
Study population

We identified cases of autoimmune rheumatic diseases in the
National Patient Registry 1977–2012.27 This registry holds
information on all inpatient and outpatient contacts with any
Danish public or private hospital since 1977. All contacts are
registered according to the 8th version (ICD-8: 1977–1993) and
10th version (ICD-10: 1994–2012) of the International Classification of Diseases. Cases were defined as follows: systemic sclerosis: M340, M341, M342, M342A, M342B, M348, M348B,
M349, 73400, 73401, 73402, 73408, 73409, 73491; rheumatoid arthritis: M050, M051, M051A-F, M052, M053, M058,
M059, M060, M068, M069, 71219, 71229, 71238,71239;
seropositive rheumatoid arthritis: M050, M051, M051A-
F,
M052, M053, M058, M059; seronegative rheumatoid arthritis:
M060, M068, M069; systemic lupus erythematosus: M320,
M321, M328, M329, 73419; small vessel vasculitis: M301,
M310, M310A-
B, M311, M311A, M313, M317, M318,
M318A, M319, 22709, 44619, 44629, 44649, 44799, 44808,
44809 and Sjögren’s syndrome: M350, 73 490.
Approximately 55% of cases were diagnosed at departments
of rheumatology, otherwise at departments of dermatology,
internal medicine or orthopaedic surgery. We defined incident
cases as the first diagnosis of an autoimmune rheumatic disease
during the study period with one exception: if different relevant diagnoses were recorded within a year, we selected the last
because several hospital contacts may be needed before a confident diagnosis is established.28 If more diagnoses were registered on the same day, we prioritised them as follows: systemic
2

Follow-up started the year after the first year of employment
during styrene production, at the earliest in 1979. Because
the National Patient Registry began registration in 1977, we
included a 2-year washout period (1977 to 1978) to reduce the
number of prevalent cases. Follow-up ended at the date of first
diagnosis of systemic sclerosis, rheumatoid arthritis, systemic
lupus erythematosus, small vessel vasculitis, Sjögren’s syndrome,
death, emigration or end of follow-up on 31 December 2012.
Associations between styrene exposure and autoimmune
rheumatic diseases were analysed with a multivariate logistic
regression model with person-year as unit of analysis resulting in
incidence rate ratios (IRRs) that we presented with 95% CIs.30
We stratified all analysis on sex, which was decided a priori due
to the higher prevalence of autoimmune rheumatic diseases
among women.31 We adjusted for age (≤39, 40–49, 50–59,
60–69, ≥70 years), education (secondary education, vocational
education, short-cycle higher education, medium- or long-cycled
higher education, unknown) and calendar year of follow-
up
(1979, 1980–1989, 1990–1999, 2000–2009, 2010–2012). The
cumulated styrene exposure level was grouped in tertiles based
on the total person-
year exposure distribution of both sexes
combined, resulting in three equally sized groups of low exposed
(≤17 mg/m3-years), medium exposed (18–67 mg/m3-years) and
high exposed (≥68 mg/m3-
years). Furthermore, we analysed
separately duration of employment, mean styrene exposure
probability and mean styrene exposure intensity as well as cumulative styrene exposure accrued during specified time windows
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Table 1 Characteristics of person-years (percentages) according to cumulated styrene exposure level among 59 997 male and 12 215 female
workers in the Danish reinforced plastics industry, 1979 to 2012
Men

Women

Cumulated styrene exposure level
(mg/m3-years)

Cumulated styrene exposure level
(mg/m3-years)

≤17

18–67

≥68

≤17

18–67

≥68

367 861
person-years

438 164
person-years

456 872
person-years

137 002
person-years

67 056
person-years

48 171
person-years

 White collar workers

20

14

16

37

28

25

 Skilled blue collar workers

26

32

32

3

2

2

 Unskilled blue collar workers

42

35

37

37

40

46

 Others/unknown

12

19

15

23

30

27

 Secondary education

41

39

39

49

51

55

 Vocational education

41

40

41

34

30

26

 Short-cycle higher education

4

3

3

4

3

3

 Medium-or long-c ycle higher education

8

9

6

8

7

5

 Unknown

6

9

11

5

9

11

 ≤39

43

32

28

40

32

26

 40–49

28

28

26

29

28

26

 50–59

19

23

24

19

23

24

 60–69

8

12

15

9

12

16

 ≥70

2

5

7

3

5

8

Worker characteristics
Occupation*†

Education*‡

Age (years by 1 November each year)

Calendar year of follow-up*
 1979

1

2

2

1

2

2

 1980–1989

9

21

28

11

23

28

 1990–1999

22

32

33

24

30

34

 2000–2009

50

35

29

48

35

29

 2010–2012

18

10

8

16

10

7

*Age standardised.
†Grouped according to the Danish version of ISCO-88.
‡Highest completed education according to The Populations' Education Register (1981–2011).
ISCO-88, International Standard Classification of Occupations 1988.

(<5, 6–10, 11–15 and ≥16 years prior). In the latter analyses,
we treated exposures within each window in separate models
and classified styrene exposure outside the window as zero and
dichotomised exposure level within the window by the median.32
We estimated the log-linear relation with the original continuous
variables. We used Stata V.13 for all statistical analysis.

Results

The study population accumulated 1 515 126 person-
years
during follow-up. A total of 718 cases of autoimmune rheumatic diseases were identified between 1979 and 2012: systemic
sclerosis (n=31), rheumatoid arthritis (n=527), systemic lupus
erythematosus (n=38), small vessel vasculitis (n=80) and
Sjögren’s syndrome (n=42).
Table 1 shows person-
year prevalences, age standardised
worker characteristics and age by increasing cumulative styrene
exposure for men and women. High cumulative styrene exposure was associated with higher age and follow-up during the
1970s–1980s, as expected. No consistent trends were seen for
the other characteristics.
When adjusting for age, calendar year, educational level and
comparing highest with lowest cumulative exposure tertile, we
observed a non-
significantly increased risk of systemic sclerosis among women (IRR=2.50; 95 % CI 0.50 to 12.50) and
men (IRR=1.86; 95 % CI 0.50 to 7.00) (table 2). A trend of

1.19 (95 % CI 1.01 to 1.39) per 100 mg/m3-years was seen for
women, for men this value was 1.03 (95 % CI 0.94 to 1.13).
Furthermore, among men, but not among women, we observed
a non-significantly increased risk of rheumatoid arthritis when
comparing high with low cumulative exposure (IRR=1.28; 95 %
CI 0.96 to 1.70), with a trend of 1.02 (95 % CI 1.00 to 1.05) per
100 mg/m3. We only tabulated the total number of cases to avoid
cells with less than four cases.
Analyses of rheumatoid arthritis subclassified into seropositive
and seronegative cases (information only available for ICD-10
codes) revealed an increased rate ratio of seropositive rheumatoid arthritis among high exposed women (IRR=1.95; 95 % CI
1.05 to 6.61) but not among high exposed men, and increased
rate ratios of seronegative rheumatoid arthritis among high
exposed men (IRR=1.52; 95 % CI 0.99 to 2.34) but not among
women (table 3).
Risk of systemic sclerosis tended to increase with duration of
employment, mean exposure intensity and mean exposure probability among women and less so among men (online supplementary table 1).
Analyses of cumulative styrene exposure accrued within
different time windows indicated increasing risk of systemic sclerosis, rheumatoid arthritis and small vessel vasculitis following
exposure received >10 years earlier among men. No such
pattern was seen among women (online supplementary table 2).
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Table 2 Incidence rate ratios with 95% CI for systemic sclerosis, rheumatoid arthritis, systemic lupus erythematosus, small vessel vasculitis and
Sjögren’s syndrome by cumulated styrene exposure in 59 997 male and 12 215 female workers in the Danish reinforced plastics industry, 1979 to
2012
Rate ratio

Rate ratio

Men
Styrene exposure level

n

Women

Crude

Adjusted*

 ≤17 mg/m3-years

1

 18–67 mg/m3-years

n

Crude

Adjusted*

1

1

1

2.52 (0.68 to 9.30)

1.90 (0.51 to 7.11)

1.02 (0.19 to 5.58)

1.15 (0.20 to 6.52)

 ≥68 mg/m3-years

2.68 (0.74 to 9.75)

1.86 (0.50 to 7.00)

2.13 (0.48 to 9.53)

2.50 (0.50 to 12.50)

 
Per 100 mg/m3-years

1.05 (0.97 to 1.14)

1.03 (0.94 to 1.13)

1.18 (1.01 to 1.38)

1.19 (1.01 to 1.39)

 ≤17 mg/m3-years

1

1

1

1

 18–67 mg/m3-years

1.32 (0.99 to 1.76)

1.12 (0.83 to 1.49)

0.93 (0.64 to 1.35)

0.83 (0.57 to 1.20)

 ≥68 mg/m3-years

1.68 (1.28 to 2.21)

1.28 (0.96 to 1.70)

1.17 (0.80 to 1.71)

0.95 (0.63 to 1.41)

 
Per 100 mg/m3-years

1.04 (1.02 to 1.07)

1.02 (1.00 to 1.05)

1.05 (0.97 to 1.13)

1.01 (0.93 to 1.10)

 ≤17 mg/m3-years

1

1

1

1

 18–67 mg/m3-years

0.94 (0.36 to 2.45)

0.84 (0.32 to 2.24)

1.28 (0.42 to 3.90)

1.50 (0.47 to 4.73)

 ≥68 mg/m3-years

0.60 (0.21 to 1.74)

0.55 (0.18 to 1.66)

0.71 (0.15 to 3.35)

0.88 (0.18 to 4.35)

 
Per 100 mg/m3-years

0.70 (0.42 to 1.15)

0.68 (0.40 to 1.14)

0.65 (0.24 to 1.77)

0.71 (0.27 to 1.84)

 ≤17 mg/m3-years

1

1

1

1

 18–67 mg/m3-years

1.01 (0.51 to 2.00)

0.82 (0.41 to 1.64)

0.79 (0.28 to 2.20)

0.71 (0.25 to 2.01)

 ≥68 mg/m3-years

1.50 (0.80 to 2.81)

1.06 (0.55 to 2.04)

0.22 (0.03 to 1.67)

0.18 (0.02 to 1.38)

 
Per 100 mg/m3-years

1.06 (1.01 to 1.11)

1.03 (0.99 to 1.09)

0.39 (0.10 to 1.60)

0.32 (0.07 to 1.47)

 ≤17 mg/m3-years

1

1

1

1

 18–67 mg/m3-years

0.42 (0.13 to 1.39)

0.40 (0.12 to 1.35)

1.10 (0.44 to 2.76)

1.01 (0.40 to 2.55)

 ≥68 mg/m3-years

0.60 (0.21 to 1.74)

0.57 (0.19 to 1.70)

0.88 (0.29 to 2.68)

0.79 (0.25 to 2.52)

 
Per 100 mg/m3-years

0.75 (0.46 to 1.23)

0.74 (0.45 to 1.22)

0.77 (0.42 to 1.42)

0.73 (0.38 to 1.41)

Systemic sclerosis

22

Reumatoid arthritis

9

359

Systemic lupus erythematosus

168

23

Small vessel vasculitis

15

61

Sjögren’s syndrome

19

18

24

*Adjusted for age, calendar year of follow-up and educational level.

Discussion

Our analyses suggested an association between styrene exposure
and systemic sclerosis in men and women, but based on few
observations. No consistent pattern was observed for the other
autoimmune rheumatic diseases.
To our knowledge, this is the only study of styrene exposure
and the occurrence of autoimmune rheumatic diseases. However,
several earlier studies have suggested associations with exposure
to aromatic and unspecified solvents. A recent meta-
analysis
reported an increased risk of systemic sclerosis following exposure to aromatic solvent (OR=2.72; 95% CI 1.21 to 6.09).10 It

has been argued that JEMs are less sensitive for women, resulting
in risk estimates biased toward the null.8 14 However, our styrene
assessment provided sex-specific estimates, thus this should not
apply to our results.
We relied on national company and pension registries and
included a high proportion of all companies of the reinforced
plastics industry since the 1960s and all workers ever employed
in these companies, hence selection bias related to study population could hardly have affected our findings. The quantitative
exposure assessment was based on personal styrene measurements and was independent of individual reporting and should

Table 3 Adjusted incidence rate ratios with 95% CI for seropositive* and seronegative† rheumatoid arthritis by cumulated styrene exposure level
in 59 997 male and 12 215 female workers in the Danish reinforced plastics industry, 1979 to 2012
Rate ratio‡
seropositive
Styrene exposure level

n

Men

156

Rate ratio‡
seronegative
n

Women

60

n

Men

157

n

Women

84

≤17 mg/m3 years

1

1

1

1

18–67 mg/m3-years

1.19 (0.79 to 1.81)

0.89 (0.45 to 1.76)

1.17 (0.75 to 1.83)

0.97 (0.59 to 1.58)

≥68 mg/m3‡-years

1.11 (0.73 to 1.70)

1.95 (1.05 to 6.61)

1.52 (0.99 to 2.34)

0.49 (0.24 to 0.98)

Per 100 mg/m3-years

0.98 (0.93 to 1.04)

1.11 (1.01 to 1.22)

1.04 (1.02 to 1.07)

0.87 (0.70 to 1.09)

*Seropositive cases: ICD-10 codes: M050, M051, M051A-F, M052, M053, M058, M059.
†Seronegative cases: ICD-10 codes: M060, M068, M069.
‡Adjusted for age, calendar year of follow-up and educational level.
ICD-10, International Classification of Diseases, 10th version.
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be unaffected by recall bias. Cumulative styrene exposure was
a combination of styrene exposure intensity, probability and
duration, each estimated with considerable uncertainty and this
might have led to non-differential misclassification, underestimation of exposure–response relations and increased the risk of
overlooking truly increased risks.
Outcomes were based on hospital register information
obtained with a clinical purpose. A recent study showed a positive
predictive value of 79% for a diagnosis of rheumatoid arthritis in
the Danish National Patient Registry.33 We had no similar information for systemic sclerosis obtained from the patient registry.
Misclassification with 21% false positives will lead to attenuation
of the association with styrene exposure. We classified cases by
the first recorded diagnosis. Different rheumatic diseases often
present with similar symptoms and clinical findings, and the first
recorded diagnosis might be temporary28 and probably often the
most prevalent (rheumatoid arthritis). However, the diagnostic
procedure is unlikely to be related to styrene exposure; hence
differential and most likely
the misclassification will be non-
result in attenuation of risk estimates. Furthermore, we adjusted
for calendar year of follow-up to account for changes in occurrence and diagnostic procedures and criteria over time.
documented risk factor for rheumatoid
Smoking is a well-
arthritis and possibly also for the other autoimmune rheumatic
diseases.1 34 We had no information on smoking that allowed us
to adjust for this, but a previous smoking survey showed declining
smoking prevalence with increasing duration of employment in
this industry.29 Thus, the increasing rate ratios seen for systemic
sclerosis by cumulative styrene exposure are unlikely to be due
to smoking.
In the reinforced plastics industry, acetone, a ketone, is a
frequent co-exposure to styrene, but at low intensity.35 Ketones
have been related to systemic sclerosis in a few studies.5 9 Respirable quartz, a strongly suggested risk factor for autoimmune
rheumatic diseases is not found in this industry. Recent studies
have suggested wood dust, that may be present in the reinforced
plastics industry, as a risk factor for rheumatoid arthritis,34
but this finding was not supported in another study.36 Non-
occupational styrene exposure from tobacco smoke or food is
probably of minor importance.
Despite a large study population, we had low power to evaluate the association between styrene exposure and other autoimmune rheumatic diseases than rheumatoid arthritis as reflected
in the wide CIs.
Our knowledge on the pathogenic mechanism behind autoimmune rheumatic diseases is far from complete. In a mouse
model, styrene has been shown to increase levels of interleukins
IL-4, IL-5, IL-13 and interferon-ɣ.37 In systemic sclerosis IL-4
and IL-13 play a crucial role in differentiating T cells into T
helper type 2 (Th2) cells as well as promoting fibrosis.38 This
strong Th2 response seems to be specific for systemic sclerosis
and not present for the other autoimmune diseases.38–40
Whether our findings for systemic sclerosis can be generalised
to other organic solvents than styrene is hard to say, because they
comprise a wide range of chemicals with different toxicological
profiles. To conclude this study suggests an association between
occupational styrene exposure and systemic sclerosis but based
on few cases. This is a new finding and has to be replicated
before conclusions can be drawn. No consistent associations
were observed for the other autoimmune rheumatic diseases.
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